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Capture and record any sound, just plug in the device and click Start. Easy recording with the most output formats. Recording with the Windows Media Player® experience. High definition screen capture software, provide video screenshot function based on AJAX. You can click the following areas to screenshot as follow 1, The entire screen 2, A specific area 3, A window 4, A control on the screen What's more, it has a video capture function
that provides you with a variety of different options, for example, you can choose the resolution of the recorded file from 640*480, 800*600, 1024*768, 1280*720, 1600*1200, 1920*1080, 2560*1440, UHD, and more, and also record the audio and configure the capture region or stop capture during the recording process with ease. You can record the screen in both window mode or desktop mode with the convenient set of settings and
parameters to get your desired results. With the screen recording software you can record the following video file formats: AVI, WMV, MPG, MP4, FLV, MKV, 3GP, MP3, and more. SWFtoPDF is a Flash SWF file to PDF converter, which lets you convert any Flash SWF files to PDF files to preserve their animation effects. The SWFtoPDF is a flash SWF converter. You can convert Flash SWF to PDF, FLV, SWF, XML, HTML and other
popular formats. SWF to PDF Converter works well with many PDF readers, and it can support batch conversion for converting large number of Flash SWF files to PDF files. SWFtoPDF is the easy and fast way to convert Flash SWF into PDF files. SWF to PDF converter also can be used to convert Flash SWF to XML, HTML, MP3, Flash Video (FLV, F4V, SWF) and other widely used formats in a single step. There are two ways to convert
Flash SWF into PDF files using SWF to PDF Converter: 1. Drag and drop Flash SWF files to the conversion window, and then select the conversion option you like; 2. Convert Flash SWF files to PDF files by the GUI way. You can drag and drop your Flash SWF files into the conversion window of SWF to PDF converter and click the batch conversion button for converting large number of Flash SWF
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- Fast, easy-to-use wizard-like user interface - High audio quality of recording - Record multiple streams at one time - Record audio streams from multiple devices at the same time - Record with high quality audio codecs - Record from USB, line-in, and line-out devices - Supports most major audio recording formats - Record audio to external media like hard drives, USB drives, CDs, and MP3 players - Record to WAV, MP3, AAC, M4A,
WMA, AMR, OGG, or other supported audio formats - Select sample rate and bitrate - Use almost any sound source - Record from any sound source via a simple API interface - Supports most devices and sound cards - Quality control of recording process - The output file may be a single audio stream, multiple files, or several files to a single folder - Support of recording with single or mixed sample rate - Support of selecting/disabling audio
input - Support of different effects during recording - Selects specific audio effects and audio tracks during the recording process - Play/Pause/Stop audio processing - Support of MP3, AAC, WAV, M4A, WMA, AMR, OGG, or other supported audio files - Support of splitting audio files - Support of changing the look of the program - Support of changing skins - Support of changing the default text color - Smooth and stable performance - No
errors during the recording process - Supports various OS: Win2000, WinXP, Win2003, Win7, Win8 Fast Audio Recorder is a compact audio recorder that allows you to record your own voice. It sports a clean and intuitive interface that makes it easy to quickly record your own voice. The program features a simple wizard-like user interface that allows you to choose the device where you want to record, test the device, and set up the recording
parameters with just a few mouse clicks. You will be able to record MP3, WMA, WAV, M4A, AMR, and OGG files, as well as mix the audio selection together to a WAV file, and save it to an external hard drive or select one of the sound card ports. Moreover, you will be able to select the sampling rate, bitrate, and channels, as well as change the volume to find the best value. At the same time, you will be 09e8f5149f
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Soft4Boost Any Audio Record is a compact audio application whose purpose is to help users record audio streams from different devices. It sports a clean and intuitive interface that allows you to set up the dedicated parameters with minimum effort. The program gives you the possibility to select the audio device, test the device, and select the output format namely MP3, AAC, WAV, M4A, WMA, AMR, and others. What’s more, you are
allowed to pick the sample rate and bitrate, choose the audio channels, as well as configure some advanced audio parameters. Soft4Boost Any Audio Record enables you to pause or stop the recording process, enable the auto-gain function or manually adjust the gain parameters, and pick the saving directory. Last but not least, you can split the audio files, play, pause, or stop the current audio selection, go to the previous or next recorded file, as
well as change the looks of the tool by selecting from various skins. During our testing we have noticed that Soft4Boost Any Audio Record carries out a task quickly, provides very good audio quality, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It doesn’t eat up a lot of CPU and memory, so the overall performance of the computer is not affected. All things considered, Soft4Boost Any Audio Record proves to be a reliable application
that provides an intuitive layout and a handy set of parameters for helping you record audio streams, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience level. | Total size: 9.53 MB | Additional file information Please note that we are also offering a trial version of Soft4Boost Any Audio Record, and you can try its various features with ease. However, please keep in mind that you can use the trial version for 30 days only, after that
time you will be asked to purchase the full edition. The trial version is fully functional and no serial number is required. After you install Soft4Boost Any Audio Record, please just click on “Try” button for installing it, and the trial version will be installed on your computer. Please note that after the trial period ends you will have to purchase the license key for renewing the license for Soft4Boost Any Audio Record, and you will be asked to enter
the license key provided in the email. The full edition of Soft4Boost Any Audio Record is designed

What's New in the?
● The program enables you to record audio streams from your desired devices ● The input devices available in the program include Microsoft Windows Media, Line in, Microphone, Webcam, Skype, Game Port, Skype, Remote Microphone, Remote Microphone, and others ● The output format can be MP3, AAC, WAV, M4A, WMA, AMR, OGG, and others ● You have the possibility to choose the desired audio device, test the device, and
select the output format ● By default the audio device is selected from the Windows 7’s default device list ● The program sports a clean and intuitive interface ● You are allowed to configure the basic and advanced audio parameters, in particular the sample rate, bitrate, channels, and others ● The default settings are perfectly adjusted for the majority of users and their audio and video setups ● Soft4Boost Any Audio Record carries out a task
quickly ● It is possible to save the audio stream for future reference ● You can pause or stop the recording process, enable the auto-gain function or manually adjust the gain parameters, and pick the saving directory ● The audio stream can be split into different tracks ● It’s possible to play, pause, or stop the current audio stream, go to the previous or next recorded audio file, and change the looks of the interface with various skins ● It is
possible to choose the desired input format ● During our test we noticed that the program carries out a task efficiently, provides very good audio quality, and no errors showed up Free download audio recording software Audacity Record Audio Free Download Audacity is a free audio editing tool that you can download to record and edit your favorite audio files. AudioRecorder Free Download Software AudioRecorder is a free audio recording
application that provides the user with a convenient and reliable means of recording audio. The software allows you to set up the basic recording parameters, including the audio device, sample rate, bitrate, and others. The program offers the possibility to save your files in MP3 format, and record audio files from any source. Free Audio Recording Software Free Audio Recording Software is a simple audio recorder that lets you record audio from
any source, including microphone, line-in, CD, etc. Recor Audio Free Download Recor Audio is a simple audio recorder designed to record audio files from any source. You can record the audio for any purpose, and the
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System Requirements For Soft4Boost Any Audio Record:
Windows 7 (64bit) Windows XP (64bit) Windows 2000 (32bit) Minimum 1GB of RAM 16GB of free hard disk space DirectX 9.0c 200MHz or faster CPU 64bit Windows operating system 1250×1050 or higher resolution 1024×768 or higher resolution DirectX enabled video card 1GB or more RAM It is strongly recommended that you have 16GB of free hard drive space and at least 1GB of RAM
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